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Abstract. In this paper we introduce a method and algorithm for ILP
learning using neural networks, by extending a neural-symbolic system
called C-ILP (Garcez and Zaverucha, 1999). It is a neural-symbolic sys-
tem that uses a background knowledge encoded as an initial propositional
logic program to build a recurrent neural network and furthermore, uses
examples to apply standard back-propagation learning. This integration
inherited both parallel learning from neural networks and explanatory
power from propositional logic.
We will use the most specific clause of ILP systems that are based on
Inverse Entailment, called Bottom Clause, to allow learning with neural
networks. More precisely, Bottom Clauses will be generated for each
training example and then, applied on an adapted version of C-ILP.
Experimental comparisons with a traditional ILP system, Aleph, will
be made using alzheimers benchmarks and the results show that our
neural-symbolic approach for First-Order Logic has similar classification
accuracy but it is considerably faster.

Keywords: Relational Learning, Inductive Logic Programming, Neural
Network

1 Introduction

Connectionism and symbolic paradigms always struggled with each other
to try to find out which one has better learning, efficiency and generalization
capabilities. The fact is that what each one cannot achieve by itself, can be
obtained by combining them together [1].

In this paper we introduce a method and algorithm for ILP learning using
neural networks, based on the neural-symbolic system C-ILP [1], and report ini-
tial experimental results using alzheimer datasets. C-ILP is capable of building
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a initial neural network with a background knowledge in the form of a propo-
sitional logic program, training it with examples, infer unknown data and ex-
tracting its acquired knowledge to update the current background data [2] and
the results will show that we achieved fair testing accuracy in comparison with
Aleph, a traditional and freely distributed ILP system, but having considerably
lower processing time.

1.1 An Example

Consider a small family environment, in terms of ILP:

Background Knowledge: Positive Examples:
parent(mom1, daughter11); motherInLaw(mom1, husband1);
wife(daughter11, husband1); Negative Examples:
wife(daughter12, husband2); motherInLaw(daughter11, husband2);

The target predicate, motherInlaw, can be learned in many different ways, de-
pending on the learning approach which one chooses to take: inverse entailment
[3], inverse resolution [4], answer set programming [5], and so on. Considering
Progol, one very known inverse entailment-based system, the first step to be
taken in order to solve this problem would be to limit the hypothesis search
space, and it does this by setting bounds.

Hypothesis search boundary in Progol is set by two special clauses: the most
general clause [motherInLaw(A,B)←] and the most saturated clause that can
be built with the background knowledge, called Bottom Clause (⊥e). The small
e in the notation is to point out that a bottom clause is generated by saturating
one example and thus, different examples can generate different bottom clauses.

Our work intends to use one of those search boundaries, ⊥e, to train a neural-
symbolical system that works with propositional data, C-ILP [1]. Since it is the
most complete representation that an example can have in ILP, a system capable
of dealing properly with redundant data and extensive input representations
maybe can learn from it. C-ILP, which uses a recursive neural network, is a
very good candidate for this task. We will generate one bottom clause for each
example, treat each variablized literal as a propositional atom for C-ILP and
then do its training algorithm for learn from them the common “features” that
positive and negative examples holds.

1.2 Related Work

Several studies have already been made regarding how neural networks can
deal with relational learning [6]: they show that connectionism can be a good
alternative for this kind of learning and this motivates further development of
neural-symbolic systems.

FOLNN [7], for example, is a neural-symbolic system that defines a number
of “free variables” that will be used to generate all combinations of variablized
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predicates that exists in the background knowledge of a given problem, as well
as the desired target predicate. It uses a standard neural network to learn and
it builds it in a different way than we do: an input neuron is created for each
variablized background knowledge predicate that has been created and an output
neuron is created for each variablization of the target predicate.

Since we use Progol’s hash function to variablize bottom clauses and apply
them directly in a connectionist system, this approach can be seen as a kind of
propositionalization. As such, well-known propositionalization algorithms such
as RSD [8] and LINUS [9] can be related to this work as well.

The remainder of this paper is as follows: in Section 2 we will review two
main areas that are involved in this work, ILP and Neural Networks, and briefly
introduce C-ILP. In Section 3 we introduce our work: using bottom clauses as
training examples for a neural network. In Section 4, all experiments made with
the Alzheimer datasets will be shown and we conclude this with some final
remarks and comments in the Section 5.

2 Preliminaries

All relevant theoretical aspects that involves this work will be briefly pre-
sented in this section. All notations that will be introduced here will be used for
the remainder of this paper.

2.1 ILP and Inverse Entailment

Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) is a sub-area of both Machine Learning
and Logic Programming, that makes use of logical languages to induce theory-
structured hypothesis and by querying them, inference on unknown data can be
done. Given a set of labeled examples E and a background knowledge B, an ILP
system will try to find a hypothesis H that minimizes a specified loss function.
More precisely, an ILP task is defined as <E, B, L>, where E is a set of positive
and negative literals, called examples, B is a logic program called background
theory and L is a set of logic theories called language bias.

The set of all possible hypothesis for a given task, which we will call SH , can
be infinite [10]. One of the features that constrains SH in ILP is the language
bias, L. It is usually composed by specification predicates, which will define how
the search will be done and how far it can go. The most common specification
language is called mode declarations [11], composed of: modeh predicates, that
defines what can appear as a head of a clause; modeb predicates, that defines
what can appear in the body of a clause; and determination predicates, that
relates body and head literals. The modeb and modeh declarations also specifies
what is considered an input variable, output variable and a constant. The lan-
guage bias L, through those two predicates and the determination predicates,
can restrict SH during hypothesis search to only allow a smaller set of candidate
hypothesis Hc to be analyzed. Formally, Hc is a candidate hypothesis for a given
ILP task <E, B, L> iff Hc ∈ L, and B ∪Hc |= E.
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Another feature that is used to restrict hypothesis search space in algorithms
based on inverse entailment, such as Progol [11], is the most specific (saturated)
clause, ⊥e. Given an example e, Progol will firstly generate a clause that rep-
resents e in the most specific way as possible, by searching in L for modeh
declarations that can unify with e and if it finds one (let the found modeh define
a predicate h), an initial ⊥e is created:

⊥e : h← .

Then, passing through the determination predicates to verify which of the
bodies specified in modeb can be added to ⊥e, more terms will be added to it
(let them be named b1, . . . , bn), resulting in a most saturated clause of the form

⊥e : h← b1, b2, . . . , bn.

Those modeh and modeb match-ups are done in such way that a variable
chaining is sustained: each variable that is an input in a body predicate needs
to be an input variable in a head predicate or an output variable in a body
predicate.

2.2 Neural Networks and C-ILP

An neural network is a directed graph with the following structure: a unit (or
neuron) in the graph is characterized, at time t, by its input vector Ii(t), its input
potential Ui(t), its activation state Ai(t), and its output Oi(t). The units of the
network are interconnected via a set of directed and weighted connections such
that if there is a connection from unit i to unit j then Wji ∈ R denotes the weight
of this connection. The input potential of neuron i at time t (Ui(t)) is obtained
by computing a weighted sum for neuron i such that Ui(t) =

∑
j WijIi(t). The

activation state Ai(t) of neuron i at time t is then given by the neuron’s activation
function hi such that Ai(t) = hi(Ui(t)).. In addition, bi (an extra weight with
input always fixed at 1) is known as the bias of neuron i. We say that neuron i
is active at time t if Ai(t) > −bi. Finally, the neuron’s output value is given by
its activation state Ai(t).

For learning from examples, back-propagation is the neural learning algorithm
most successfully applied in industry [12] - an error is calculated as the difference
between the network’s actual output vector and the target vector, for each input
vector in the set of examples. This error E is then propagated back through the
network, and used to calculate the variation of the weights4W. This calculation
is such that the weights vary according to the gradient of the error, i.e. 4W =
−η∇E, where 0 < η < 1 is called the learning rate. The process is repeated
a number of times in an attempt to minimize the error, and thus approximate
the network’s actual output to the target output, for each example. Typically, a
validation set is used for checking the network’s generalization ability and avoid
overfitting [13].

Lastly, there are several learning stopping criteria for back-propagation. Two
of them are of interest for this work: standard training and early stopping [12]. In
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standard training, the full training dataset is used to minimize an error function,
while early stopping uses a validation set to measure data overfitting: training
stops when the validation set error starts to get higher than previous steps.
When this happens, the best validation configuration obtained so far is used as
the learned model.

After these definitions, we are in position to introduce C-ILP [1]. It stands for
Connectionist and Inductive Learning and Logic Programming and is a neural-
symbolic system that builds a recursive neural with fixed recurrent weights by
using a background knowledge composed of propositional clauses and afterwards,
it is able to learn from examples using standard back-propagation, since its
recursive connections have fixed weights. After training is finished, inference on
unknown data can be done by querying the neural network and finally, knowledge
extraction [2] can be used to obtain the new theory that has been built during
training. To give an clearer idea of the entire learning cycle of C-ILP, let us
analyze an example.

Fig. 1. C-ILP example

Starting from an empty network, C-ILP creates a hidden layer neuron for
each clause inside B (clause 1, clause 2 and clause 3). Thus, for the example
above, C-ILP will have three hidden neurons. For the remaining layers: since
each hidden neuron is related to a clause, each of its body literals will be related
to an input neuron and the head literal will become an output neuron. Since
clause 1 has three body literals, three input neurons will be created to represent
them and then they will be connected to the hidden neuron corresponding to
its original clause. Since clause 1 has only two bodies, B and C, both will be
connected to it with a calculated weight W and clause 1’s hidden neuron will
have a bias bc1 such that it will only activate if both B and C are active. Both W
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and the biases are functions of a third parameter, Amin: this parameter controls
the activation of all the neurons in C-ILP by only allowing activation if the
condition below holds, where wi is a network weight, xi is an input, b is the
neuron bias and hn is the activation function of neuronn, which is linear if it
is an input neuron and semi-linear bipolar1if it is not. For formal definitions of
each parameter described above, see [1].

hn(
∑
∀i

wi.xi + b) ≥ Amin,

The same idea goes for the other clauses. Regarding the hidden/output layers,
the only change is that the weights and bias will be set up in order to represent
an disjunction: an output neuron will activate iff at least one of the hidden
neurons that are connected to it is activated. Additionally, if any head literal
happens to be identical to an literal represented by an input neuron, both are
linked with a recursive connection, fixed with weight 1.0. The reason for this
is to allow inference in rules that requires iterative deductions (chainings), like
B = {a← b; b← c, d; d← e}.

After building the initial network, standard back-propagation can be applied
and then inference can be done with the underlying network. For C-ILP knowl-
edge extraction, see [2].

3 C-ILP with First-Order Logic

Since neural-symbolic systems combines two algorithms from connectionism
and symbolism, one natural way of improve those systems is to enhance one of its
components. With this objective in mind, our work improved the symbolic side
of this integration: we extended C-ILP to work with First-Order Logics through
Bottom Clauses. Our algorithm is composed of four steps: Bottom Clause Gen-
eration, Input Mapping, Network Building and Bottom Clause Training. Each
one of them will be explained hereafter and from now on, to differentiate the
older version from this one, we will call our extension CILP++.

3.1 Bottom Clause Generation and Input Mapping

The first step of CILP++, Bottom Clause Generation, consists of transform-
ing each first-order example into bottom clauses. In order to do that, a slightly
modified version of Progol’s bottom clause generation [14] was made, as shown
in Algorithm 3.1. On it, depth is a parameter that sets up the variable depth of
the bottom clause, which controls how deep the algorithm will go to try to find
literals to saturate it. Also, Se is the set examples to be transformed and S⊥ is
the set of all generated ⊥e by the algorithm. Note that this algorithm includes
negative bottom clause generation as well: in practical terms, the only difference
in dealing with negative bottom clauses is its classification value.

1 Semi-linear bipolar activation function: f(x) = 2
1+e−β.x

− 1, where β is a slope
parameter, usually set to 1.0
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Algorithm 3.1 Adapted Bottom Clause Generation

1: S⊥ = ∅
2: for each example e of Se do
3: currentDepth = 0
4: Add e to background knowledge and remove any previously inserted examples
5: inTerms = ∅, ⊥ = ∅
6: Find the first mode declaration with head h which θ-subsumes a
7: for all v/t ∈ θ do
8: If v is of type #, replace v in h to t
9: If v is of one of {+, −}, replace v in h to vk, where k = hash(t)

10: If v is of type +, add t to inTerms
11: Split cBi into a set of body literals L = {b1, . . . , bn} and a head literal head
12: end for
13: Add h to ⊥
14: for each body mode declaration b do
15: for all substitutions θ of arguments + of b to elements of inTerms do
16: repeat
17: if querying b with substitution θ′ succeeds then
18: for each v/t in θ and θ′ do
19: If v is of type #, replace v in b to t
20: Else, substitute v in b to vk, where k = hash(t)
21: If v is of type −, add t to inTerms
22: end for
23: Add b to ⊥
24: end if
25: until recall number of iterations has been done
26: end for
27: end for
28: Increment currentDepth; If it is less than depth, go back to line 15
29: If e is a negative example, add a default negation symbol “∼” to it
30: add ⊥e to S⊥
31: end for
32: return S⊥

Continuing the example presented in the Subsecion 1.1, let us add some facts
to the background knowledge:

Background Knowledge Modes:
:- modeh(1, motherInLaw(+woman,-man))
:- modeb(*, parent(+woman,-woman))
:- modeb(1, wife(+woman,-man))
:- determination(motherInLaw/2, parent/2)
:- determination(motherInLaw/2, wife/2)

Background Knowledge Facts:
man(husband1), man(husband2),
woman(mother1), woman(daughter11), woman(daughter12)
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If Algorithm 3.1 is executed with currentDepth = 1 for each one of the
examples presented in Subsection 1.1, it would output

S⊥ = {motherInLaw(A,B) : −parent(A,C), wife(C,B);

motherInLaw(A,B) : −wife(A,C)}.

After each example has been transformed into bottom clauses, they will be
converted to an input that a neural network can process. The rule that we
implemented for that was the following: given an example e and its correspondent
bottom clause ⊥e, initialize an input vector of same size as the number of literals
of ⊥e with 0.0 and for each body literal bi in ⊥e, insert 1.0 in the correspondent
position.

3.2 Network Building

After all bottoms have been preprocessed, the original C-ILP building al-
gorithm will take place to build a starting network, treating each variablized
bottom clause literal as a single propositional term. Since C-ILP uses back-
ground knowledge to build the network and all we have is bottom clauses, we
add a proportion of the example set as background knowledge clauses (we call
this subset SBK

⊥ ). The pseudo-algorithm for the building is as follows.

For each bottom clause ⊥e of SBK
⊥ , do

1. Add a neuron h in the hidden layer and label it as ⊥e;

2. Add input neurons with labels corresponding to each literal atom in the
body of ⊥e;

3. Connect them to h with a given weight W if it the associated literals are
positive, −W otherwise;

4. Add an output neuron o and label it as the head literal of ⊥e;

5. Connect h with o, with a given weight W ;

6. If o’s label is identical to a label in the input layer, add a recursive
connection between them with fixed weight 1.0.

Alternatively, we wanted to see how important is this starting set-up, re-
garding C-ILP: in the propositional version, it is clearly important because its
building algorithm could use it fully, in order to get a well-conditioned network.
This is not our case: ⊥e of SBK

⊥ is just a sample of the examples dataset, it is
not specifically a background knowledge. Thus, in order to evaluate that, we ex-
perimented a second version of the pseudo-algorithm, where only the input and
output layers are built and we set up a specific number of initial hidden layer
neurons, but just for convergence purposes: no initial background knowledge will
be represented.
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3.3 Learning From Bottom Clauses

After preparing the bottom clauses and building the network, now the neural
network training algorithm will take place. CILP++ uses back-propagation with
validation set (as explained in subsection 2.2) and optionally, early stopping : we
use the validation set to measure generalization error during each training epoch.
As soon as it starts to go up the training is stopped and the best model in terms
of validation error is returned as the optimal. We apply a more “permissive”
version of early stopping [15]: instead of finishing the training immediately after
validation starts to go up, we stop when the criterion below is satisfied, where
α is the stopping criteria parameter, t is the current epoch number, Eva(t)
is the average validation error on epoch t and Eopt(t) is the least validation
error obtained on epochs 1 up to t. The reason that it was chosen by us for
this system is because of the complexity of the generated bottom-clauses: early
stopping is really good to avoid overfitting [13] when the system complexity is a
lot bigger than the numbers of examples. Since it is not guaranteed to converge,
an additional criterion is added: the network will stop training after 300 training
epochs.

GL(t) > α,GL(t) = 0.1 ∗
(
Eva(t)

Eopt(t)
− 1

)
The first action that CILP++ do when it receives an example set is to add all

new predicates that may appear as input neurons in the network. After that, a
small disturbance is applied to all the weights to avoid the problem of symmetry
and all weights and then, they are normalized. Then back-propagation learning
algorithm is done and afterwards, the network is ready to infer with unknown
data. Firstly, the testing set is used as input for Algorithm 3.1 to generate a set
of Bottom Clauses. They are converted to input vectors and then, CILP++ does
inference in the same way as C-ILP: a feed-forward iteration is done, then when
the outputs are calculated, if there are any recurrent connections that links
output neurons with input ones, they are used to start another feed-forward
iteration until all neurons that are connected through recurrent connections are
having the same activation state.

4 Experimental Results

In this section we will show some preliminary results of CILP++ compared
to a freely-distributed and well-known ILP system, Aleph. To do so, we have
chosen the Alzheimer datasets[16], which consists of four benchmarks: amine,
choline, scopolamine and toxic. We ran CILP++ on them in four different config-
urations, to make comparisons between different models and evaluate better how
our approach for First-Order Logic neural-symbolic integration performs. Those
configurations differs with regard to the chosen stopping criteria and building
method:
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– st: standard back-propagation stopping criteria;
– es: early stopping (see Subsection 2.2);
– bk: the network is built with a subset of 5% of the example set;
– 2h: hidden layer with only 2 neurons (further details below);

The fourth configuration, 2h, is explained with details in [12]: neural net-
works with only two neurons in the hidden layer generalizes binary problems
approximately as well as more complex others. Furthermore, if a neural network
has too many features to evaluate (if the input layer has too many neurons), it
has already enough degrees of freedom, thus further increasings on it by adding
hidden neurons would just increase the overfitting probability. Additionally, since
bottom clauses are just “rough” representations of examples, we do not allow
CILP++ to learn noise: we just want it to model the general characteristics of
each example and thus, a simpler model would be required.

For Aleph, we used the same configurations as [17]: minpos = 2, minacc =
0.7, minscore = 0.6, clauselength = 5 and noise = 300. For CILP++, we ran
learning rate = 0.1, decay factor = 0.995 and momentum = 0.1 on config-
uration st and learning rate = 0.5, decay factor = 0.999, momentum = 0.1
and α = 0.01 on es.

4.1 Results

We present below two results tables: one with averages over 10-fold of ac-
curacies, with standard deviations, for each alzheimer dataset and other, with
complete runtime results (since program starting, until finish). In the accuracy
table, values in bold are the highest ones obtained and the difference between
them and the ones in italic are statistically significative by paired t-test. In the
runtime table, only markings for highest values are done. All experiments were
ran on a 3.2 Ghz Intel Core i3-2100 with 4 GB RAM.

Dataset Aleph CILP++st,bk CILP++st,2h CILP++es,bk CILP++es,2h

amine 76.94%(±3.51) 76.16%(±2.44) 75.59%(±4.66) 67.95%(±7.46) 70.26%(±7.1)
choline 69.61%(±3.6) 60.09%(±2.51) 63.37%(±4.28) 65.08%(±5.08) 65.47%(±2.43)
scopol. 68.57%(±5.7) 59.84%(±6.26) 58.11%(±5.27) 51.38%(±3.55) 51.57%(±5.36)
toxic 64.12%(±4.83) 79.78%(±4.15) 79.81%(±7.49) 67.95%(±7.46) 74.48%(±5.62)

Table 1. Accuracy/standard deviation results

As the results shows, most of CILP++ accuracy results (except scopolamine)
are not far from the ones that Aleph reached. In the other hand, almost all four
configurations (except toxic and choline, configuration (st,bk), which did not
converged in any of the 10 folds) of CILP++ were faster, with special empha-
sis on the processing speed of the (es, 2h) configuration that finished all four
experiments at least two times faster than Aleph.
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Dataset Aleph CILP++st,bk CILP++st,2h CILP++es,bk CILP++es,2h

amine 1:31:05 1:18:29 1:07:56 0:14:24 0:10:14
choline 8:06:06 33:33:20 7:33:17 7:53:06 0:25:43
scopol. 3:47:55 2:24:53 1:39:22 4:59:23 1:33:35
toxic 6:02:05 17:38:57 0:38:32 0:17:24 0:28:39

Table 2. Total runtime results (h:mm:ss format)

4.2 Discussion

The slightly lower accuracy for CILP++ in general, with regard to Aleph,
has two main reasons. One of them is the information loss that we have by
just considering predicates that appears in training and ignoring all unknown
predicates, that may appear when testing. This motivates us to devise a complete
translation algorithm similar to the one that C-ILP uses, which would translate
a complete language bias set into an initial network structure. The second one
is overfitting : due to the large size of bottom clauses, the neural network of
CILP++ ends up having hundreds, even thousands, of input neurons, which
increases considerably the number of degrees of freedom of the model and makes
it require an even large number of data to learn properly [13].

With regard to the Alzheimer datasets, a varied number of accuracy results
using Aleph have been reported in the literature, such as [16, 17, 18]. As a result,
we have decided to run our own comparisons between CILP++ and Aleph. We
built 10 folds and both systems shared it. Additionally, all parameters that we
have chosen for both were the ones that gave us better performance on amine.
Thus, we do expect sub-optimal performance in the other three datasets.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we have introduced a method and algorithm for ILP learning
using neural networks, by extending a neural-symbolic system called C-ILP. It
managed to obtain expressive runtime performance, compared to Aleph. Our
experimental results have shown that it is possible to keep up with ILP systems
in terms of accuracy and having higher efficiency.

This approach for learning from relational data is a promising and simple
way to apply connectionism into ILP, yet just a little of this potential has been
explored. Future contributions to this approach includes: pruning techniques to
reduce input dimensionality, noise–robustness analysis, a complete background
knowledge and language bias mapping for CILP++, instead of using a sample
set of pre-processed examples for network building, and study the feasibility of
knowledge extraction, in order to complete its learning cycle [2] in the First-
Order level. Current research is going towards implementing the first of those
four suggestions.

C-ILP is currently an open-source project being hosted at sourceforge.net
(http://sourceforge.net/projects/cil2p) and soon CILP++ will be available as
well. Both are implemented in C++ and are under Apache 2.0 license.
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